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The spin Hamiltonian constant g1 has been determined experimentally. A theoretical inter
pretation of the spin Hamiltonian constants D, g 11 and gl is presented. The value of the 
trigonal crystal field parameter is found to be .6. = - 280 em - 1 and the spin-orbit coupling 
constant A. = + 38 em - 1• 

WE published earlier1•2 the main results of a 
study of the electron paramagnetic resonance 
spectrum of the v3+ ion in corundum. The aim 
of the present work is the determination of gl 
and a theoretical analysis of the values of the con
stants of the spin Hamiltonian. 

1. We expressed the positions of the lines of 
the spectrum by the formula2 

FIG. 1. Energy levels of the 
v•+ ion as a function of magnetic 
field perpendicular to the trigonal 
crystal axis. 

H 
[ 

(g.Lf3H sin 6)2 J £2 
hv= 2- na (g 11 ~Hcos6+Am)+ gnf3Hcose , 

(1) 
derived on the assumption that D » g11.BH, g1,BH; 
gu,BH » E, A, B. When the trigonal crystal axis lies 
perpendicular to the direction of the external mag
netic field ( e = 90° ), the line position corresponds, 
according to (1), to an effective field H = oo. How
ever, (1) does not apply for large fields since the 
assumption D » gu,BH, g1,BH is no longer valid. 

The approximate equality applies for small g1,BH/D 
and for E neglected. We can estimate for what 
value of the magnetic field the resonance line for 

We calculate the spin energy levels of the v3+ 

ion for e = 90° on the assumption that D and g1,BH 
are of the same order of magnitude. For e = 90° 
the spin Hamiltonian takes the form 

ie = os~2+ g.L~Hs~ + E(s:2 - si> 
+ As:Jz + B (sJx + S~fu)· (2) 

The terms describing the hyperfine structure will 
be accounted for later by perturbation theory. 

Solution of the secular equation gives the follow
ing expressions for the energy levels 

el = ~ (D +E)-H (D + E)2 + (g.L~H)2 r. e2 =D-E' 

e3 = + (D +E) + [ -1:- (D + E) 2 + (g.L~H)2r. (3) 

The dependence of the positions of the energy levels 
on the magnitude of the applied magnetic field is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The energy of the transition E:3 - E2 is equal to 

hv = ~ (3E- D) + [ f (D + E)2+ (g.L~H)2r 
(4) 

e = 90° can be observed. Taking g1 .... 1.6, as pre
dicted by theory, the field H should be .... 40 koe in 
an experiment at a frequency of 37 500 Me/sec. 
The line would be observed in a field .... 20 koe at 
9000 Me/sec. Calculation of the matrix elements 
of the transition E2 - E3 leads to the following 
result: 

FIG. 2. Electronic paramagnetic 
resonance line of the v•+ ion in co
rundum with magnetic field perpen
dicular to the trigonal axis · 
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<e2IS~je3)=0, 
<ezl s~ I ea) =- ihv [(hv)2 + {gj_~H)2J-'f, 

:::::::- i (gj_~H) n-1, 

<ezl s: i e3) =- (gj_~H) [(hv)2 + (~j_~H)2 ]-'1':::::::- 1. (5) 

Since the matrix element S~ has the largest value, 
the high frequency field must be in the direction of 
the trigonal crystal axis in order to observe the 
resonance line. 

The line in the perpendicular orientation should 
show a hyperfine structure with eight equidistant 
components, differing in energy by an amount 

~e = 2hvgj_~HB f [(hv)2 + (g1_~H)2 ]. (6) 

2. The experimental determination of gl was 
made at 9300 Me/sec at a temperature of 4.2° K. 
The corundum crystal, containing 0.13% vanadium 
impurity, was oriented so that its trigonal axis 
was perpendicular to the steady magnetic field 
and parallel to the high frequency magnetic field 
in the resonator. A very broad line was found 
with its peak at 19 800 oe. The value of the field 
strength was measured with a magnetometer using 
a Hall probe. Using the value2 D = 7.0 ± 0.3 cm-1 

and putting E = 0, the value derived from (4) is 
gl = 1.63 ± 0.05. 

Using (4), the constants D and g1 can in prin
ciple be determined from the position of the line 
in the perpendicular orientation for various fre
quencies. However, the position of its peak cannot 
be determined with sufficient accuracy because of 
the large line width, and the error in determining 
D by this method would be extremely large. 

The line width is associated mainly with the 
unresolved hyperfine structure. Besides, since 
in the accessible range of fields the energy of the 
Ea level depends weakly on magnetic field, while 
the energy of level e: 2 does not change, the line 
for the transition e: 2 - Ea is appreciably field 
broadened. The effect of scatter in the directions 
of the trigonal axis also contributes a certain 
amount to the line width. 2 Calculation shows that 
hyperfine structure should contribute ""'1000 oe 
to the line width ( if we put B ~ A ) . 

3. The constants D, gil and gl of the spin 
Hamiltonian can be derived theoretically. In a 
crystal field of cubic symmetry, the sevenfold 
degeneracy of the F ground level of the ya+ ion 
is partly lifted. The lowest level becomes an or
bital triplet. Further splitting of this level takes 
place under the influence of spin-orbit coupling 
and the crystalline field of trigonal symmetry. 
This splitting is described by the fine structure 
Hamiltonian:a 

w = ~ (1 -1~2)-r~.'Al;s,-r~.''A (l~sx+ 1;su). (7) 

where i' is the effective orbital momentum oper
ator l' = 1, S is the spin operator S = 1, 6 is the 
parameter of the crystal field of trigonal symmetry, 
A. is the spin-orbit coupling constant and a and a' 
are constants close to %. We have here neglected 
the contribution of spin-spin interaction between 
the electrons of the paramagnetic ions, since this 
is insignificant. 

We can find the energy level scheme by solving 
the secular equation. In order to obtain two closely 
spaced levels (singlet and doublet) at the bottom, 
we have had to put 6 < 0. The distance between 
the singlet and doublet, corresponding to the con
stant D of the spin Hamiltonian is equal to 
D = -i {[(~ + cx'A)2 + 8cx'2'}.,2]'/, _ [~2 + 4cx'2').,2j'l• 

- cx'A}::::::: cx'2'J.,2f I~ I· (8) 
This approximate expression is valid for small 
A./6. 

In order to find the g-factors one must find the 
wave functions of the lowest energy states, and 
calculate the matrix elements of the interaction 
operator of the ion with the external magnetic field. 
We obtain the resulta,s 
g 11 :::::::2-(a+2)a'2 'A 2/~2 , gj_:::::::2-2a'2 'Afl~l· (9) 

Expressions (8) and (9) enable us to determine 
from the constants of the spin Hamiltonian ( D = 7. 0 
cm-1, gil= 1.915, gl = 1.63) the values 6 = -280 
cm-1, A.= 38 cm-1, a= 1.40 and a'= 1.17. 

Pryce and Runciman6 studied corundum with 
vanadium optically and calculated the energy level 
scheme for this ion. The values .6 = - 1200 em - 1 

and A. ~ 70 em - 1 which they chose could not explain 
the experimental g-factor values. We obtained 
considerably smaller values of the spin-orbit coup
ling constant than for the free ion (A. = 104 em - 1 ). 

The reduction in A. indicates the presence of co
valent binding between the d-electrons of the para
magnetic ion and the electrons of the surrounding 
oxygen ions. 

The authors express their thanks to A. I. Smir
nov for help in carrying out the experiment. 
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